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Longfield Solar Farm, Chelmsford 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY REPORT
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Field Number  Summary of findings 

F1 
Illus 13-15 

This field was only partly surveyed due to deep ploughing. No anomalies of archaeological 
interest have been identified. 
 

F2 
Illus 13-15 

A low magnitude linear anomaly at the southern end of the field, aligned broadly 
west/east, is probably a drain marking the continuation of the drain recorded in F3. A 
much fainter anomaly sharing the same alignment towards the centre of the field is a 
probable former boundary likely connected to a further former boundary in the adjacent 
field outside the PDA to the east. The high magnitude responses recorded along the 
eastern boundary of the field indicate the presence of a service pipe (SP1). 
 

F3 
Illus 13-15 

A cluster of discrete high magnitude anomalies (FB1) mark the location of structures 
located off Braintree Road which are recorded on historic OS maps and which were 
demolished during the early 20th century. Multiple field drains and former boundaries 
cross the field visible as clear low magnitude linear and curvilinear anomalies 
corresponding well to detailed estate drainage plans and historic OS mapping 
respectively. It is evident from historic mapping that some drains have been laid along 
former field boundaries. Two areas of ferrous disturbance at the boundary with F4 and at 
the junction of three former boundaries locate infilled ponds. A broad area of interference 
from low hanging overhead power cables between pylon bases located in the field 
obscures any meaningful data along the line of the overheads. 
 

F4 
Illus 13-15, 19-21 

Findings in this field are limited to two sub-surface pipes (SP2 and SP3) aligned parallel 
with the eastern field boundary and along southern boundary and field drains which match 
estate drainage plans. 
 

F5 
Illus 13-15, 19-21 

Two vaguely parallel linear trend anomalies (L1) of uncertain origin are tentatively 
identified towards the south of the field. These may be further examples, if not slightly 
more regular, of sinuous anomalies geological in origin seen across the field. No 
anomalies were identified in the vicinity of the cropmarks (linear ditches or earthworks - 
HER 6007) recorded immediately outwith the PDA to the south-west of The Moors. 
 
Two high magnitude linear anomalies along the southern field edge, and at right angles 
to it, identify sub-surface pipes (SP4 and SP5). A former field boundary aligned south-
west/north-east is recorded as a fragmented linear anomaly north of centre of the field. 
Irregular broad anomalies aligned roughly north-west/south-east are likely geological in 
origin. Patches of ferrous disturbance at the eastern boundary mark the location of a 
former pond. The survey has not detected the systematic drainage scheme recorded on 
estate drainage plans in this field. 

F6 
Illus 13-15, 19-21 

A former boundary and field drain aligned east/west appear as low magnitude linear 
anomalies across the centre of the field. Discrete enhanced anomalies at the break 
between the linear anomalies marking the former boundary locate an infilled pond. Two 
drains aligned north-east/south-west are identified in the north-west corner of the field. As 
in F5 the survey has not detected evidence of the systematic drainage system shown on 
estate plans. 
 
Elsewhere a broad area of magnetic interference from low slung overhead cables and a 
large area of ferrous disturbance marking an infilled pond are recorded in the northern 
part of the field. Broad and sinuous anomalies mark a continuation of geological 
anomalies recorded in F5 to the east. 
.   

F7 
Illus 19-21 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F8 
Illus 16-21 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F9 
Illus 16-18 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F10 
Illus 16-18 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F11 
Illus 16-18 

The only findings in this field are broad east/west linear anomalies arising from alluvial 
deposition adjacent to the River Ter and areas of ferrous disturbance at the field 
boundary.



F12 
Illus 16-18, 22-24 

Broad geological responses arising from alluvial deposition adjacent to the river are 
recorded matching similar responses in neighbouring fields F11 and F13. A former 
boundary and field drain lie parallel spanning the field east/west in addition to areas of 
ferrous disturbance recorded at the field boundaries and in the location of a pylon at the 
northern edge of the field.  
 

F13 
Illus 16-18, 22-24 

Findings are limited here to a likely service pipe (SP6) indicated by a high magnitude 
linear anomaly along the eastern field boundary, interference from low slung overhead 
cables on a south-west/north-east alignment and broad, sinuous, magnetically enhanced 
anomalies, geological in nature, arising due to variations in the glaciofluvial and alluvial 
superficial deposits. 
 

F14 
Illus 22-24 

A linear trend anomaly of uncertain origin (L2) is identified towards the centre of the field 
and is most likely either natural in origin, related to the nearby River Ter, or associated 
with the neighbouring former boundary to the west. Low magnitude linear anomalies, 
predominantly in the eastern half of the field, are drains. A large area of interference and 
magnetic disturbance is recorded in the southern and eastern parts of the field due to 
overhead powerlines. 
 

F15 
Illus 22-24 

The anomaly response suggests service pipes (SP7 and SP8) are present along the 
eastern and northern boundaries of this irregularly shaped field. Discrete magnetically 
enhanced anomalies are consistent with naturally silted hollows close to the River Ter 
and nearby pond. 
 

F16 
Illus 19-21, 25-27 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F17 
Illus 19-21, 25-27 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F18 
Illus 25-27 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F19 
Illus 25-27 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F20 
Illus 25-27 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F21 
Illus 25-27 

Findings in this area, immediately to the east of Sandy Wood, are limited to a possible 
short section of service pipe (SP9) at the boundary with the wood, field drains at the 
boundary with F22 and a range of broad sinuous anomalies likely natural in origin. 
 

F22 
Illus 25-27 

A small cluster of magnetically enhanced discrete pit-like anomalies (P?1) of uncertain 
origin are identified south of Sandy Wood. The pit-like responses are similar in magnitude 
to the variation in the magnetic background and a natural origin for these anomalies 
remains the most likely interpretation. 
  
Elsewhere a service pipe (SP10) leading south-west to Leylands Farm, field drains and a 
former boundary are recorded. Random arrangements of interconnected sinuous low 
magnitude anomalies towards the east of the field are typical patterns resulting from 
periglacial processes. 
 

F23 
Illus 22-27 

At the eastern edge of the field vague low magnitude linear anomalies may form part of 
an enclosure (E?1) measuring approximately 65m x 40m. Low magnitude pit-like 
anomalies are identified within the possible enclosure. However, their form is similar to 
the more variable magnetic background in this area and may be natural in origin. This 
also applies to linear trend anomalies (L3) just to the north and collectively these 
anomalies are tentatively interpreted as possibly archaeological. 
 
A broad area of geological variation in the western half of the field, identified by a spread 
of enhanced sinuous and discrete anomalies south-west of Sandy Wood, corresponds to 
cropmarks of linear and amorphous features resulting from small scale extraction pits 
(HER 13971) recorded in the HER. 
 
Drains aligned north/south and north-west/south-east are identified in the western half of 
the field, whilst interference from overhanging powerline cables is visible east of centre.  
 

F24 
Illus 28-30 

Findings are limited to field drains which match estate drainage plans, a former boundary 
in the western half of the field and a former right angle shaped pond and boundary in the 
south-eastern corner of the field recorded on 1st edition OS mapping.  



F25 
Illus 22-33 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F26 
Illus 22-33 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F27 
Illus 28-33 

Deep ploughed – not surveyed. 
 

F28 
Illus 31-33 

Findings here are limited to a sub-surface pipe (SP11), aligned north-east/south-west 
heading towards Leylands Farm, near the northern edge of field, a linear/curvilinear 
anomaly that locates a former boundary and field drains recorded on historic mapping 
and estate drainage plans respectively. 
 

F29 
Illus 31-36, 40-45 

Discrete isolated magnetically enhanced anomalies of uncertain origin are recorded 
towards Sparrow’s Farm and the eastern corner of the field (ME1 and ME2). These 
anomalies have an elevated magnetic response above that of other discrete anomalies 
constituting the general magnetic background in this field though a natural cause remains 
most likely. Anomalies ME2 are similar in character to anomaly ME4 65m to the south-
east in F35. A negative sinuous curvilinear anomaly towards the south of the field is not 
recorded on drainage plans and is likely natural in origin. 
 
Elsewhere field drains and former boundaries present as irregular low magnitude linear 
and curvilinear anomalies corresponding well to estate drainage plans and the 1st edition 
OS map. Two sub-surface service pipes (SP12 and SP13) are present parallel and 
adjacent to the eastern and southern field boundaries respectively. 
 

F30 
Illus 31-33, 40-42 

A faint low magnitude right angle linear anomaly (L4) located immediately adjacent to a 
copse on the eastern boundary of the field may relate to drainage of a former pond at this 
location identified on historic mapping though an archaeological origin cannot be 
discounted although considered tentative. 
 
Elsewhere field drains and former boundaries present as clear low magnitude linear and 
curvilinear anomalies generally corresponding well to estate drainage plans and historic 
mapping. Drainage location plans suggest further field drains are present in the eastern 
half of the field although these have not been detected. Small areas of magnetic 
disturbance are caused by two large pylons and overhead cables in the eastern half of 
the field. No anomalies of likely archaeological potential are recorded near Scarletts Farm 
and the location of a medieval moat (HER 6031). 
 

F31 
Illus 37-42, 49-51 

Field drains and former boundaries across the field are visible as clear low magnitude 
linear and curvilinear anomalies corresponding well to recorded drains on detailed estate 
drainage plans and historic OS mapping respectively. A small area of ferrous disturbance 
adjacent to Noakes Lane identifies an infilled pond recorded on historic mapping. A sub-
surface pipe (SP14) running from Noakes House turning ninety degrees to the boundary 
between F32 and F33 follows the line of a former boundary.   
 

F32 
Illus 28-33, 37-42 

Findings from this field, immediately south of Scarletts Farm, are limited to a former 
boundary marking an extension to the existing boundary extending north-west towards 
Scarletts Wood in the southern part of the field and a regular pattern of field drains visible 
as clear low magnitude linear anomalies aligned south-west/north-east parallel with 
current field boundary which match estate drainage plans. No anomalies were identified 
that may relate to the adjacent heritage asset of a medieval moat at Scarletts Farm (HER 
6031). 
 



F33 
Illus 28-30, 37-39 

An isolated magnetically enhanced anomaly (ME3) of uncertain origin is recorded towards 
the southern boundary of the field. The anomaly is likely natural/geological though an 
archaeological interpretation, such as a large pit or area of burning, cannot be discounted. 
No anomalies were identified that might be associated with the nearby recorded assets 
outside the PDA of the two moated sites at Scarletts Farm (HER 6031) and Whitehouse 
Farm (HER 6118). 
 
Field drains and former boundaries in the southern half of the field, visible as regular high 
magnitude linear and curvilinear anomalies, correspond well to recorded drains on 
detailed estate drainage plans and 1st edition OS mapping respectively. Predominantly 
negative linear and curvilinear anomalies in the northern half of the field, which are likely 
further field drains, do not correspond to estate drainage plans which show a different 
pattern of drains in this part of the field. The difference in response perhaps suggests a 
different material used for the drains with the enhanced positive response resulting from 
clay drains known from the estate plans and the negative response possibly indicating 
the ditch cuts or less magnetically enhanced trench fill where plastic drains may have 
been laid.   
   
A service pipe (SP15) runs south from Whitehouse Farm towards Boreham Road. 
 

F34 
Illus 37-42, 49-51 

A very faint low magnitude circular anomaly (C?1) approximately 17.5m in diameter is 
tentatively interpreted south of centre of the field. In isolation and with no known heritage 
assets recorded nearby the anomaly is most likely natural in origin though an 
archaeological cause cannot be completely discounted. A regular pattern of drains 
matching estate drainage plans are the only other findings in this field. 
 

F35 
Illus 34-36, 40-45 

Three isolated discrete high magnitude anomalies of uncertain origin (ME4 and ME5) are 
found in the southern part of the field south of Roll’s Spring with two also recorded towards 
the north corner of the field. These anomalies possibly represent natural accumulations 
of enhanced material associated with springs recorded in this area. However, the 
response is similar to that of a pit-like anomaly and therefore an archaeological 
interpretation cannot be completely ruled out. Anomaly ME4 is similar in character to three 
similar anomalies 65m to the north-west in F29. 
 
Elsewhere anomalies locating a regular pattern of drains and former boundaries that 
match estate drainage plans and the 1st edition OS map respectively are recorded. A 
sub-surface pipe (SP16) is recorded running along the north-eastern edge of the field. 
  

F36 
Illus 40-45, 52-54 

Findings are limited to a regular pattern of drains matching estate drainage plans and a 
possible service pipe (SP17) along the northern boundary of the field. 
 

F37 
Illus 40-45, 49-54 

Immediately east of the copse at the centre of F37 is a low magnitude right angle linear 
anomaly (L5), faint discrete pit-like anomalies and an amorphous spread of enhanced 
magnetic response (Q?1) possibly identifying a small area of localised extraction. These 
anomalies are located immediately south of a curving former boundary extending from 
the copse north-east towards F36. The shape and form of the anomalies are unlikely to 
result from drains or simple agricultural effects though there is no additional contextual 
information to interpret these anomalies beyond possible archaeology.  
 
Other findings are limited to former field boundaries and drains which match the 1st edition 
OS map and estate drainage plans respectively. It is unclear whether the strongly 
magnetic readings along the south-western boundary are due to a concrete track at the 
edge of the survey area or an underground service (SP18) not recorded on estate plans 
of services locations. Negative linear trend anomalies in the north-west of the field are 
agricultural in origin. 
 



F38 
Illus 43-45 

The origin of a circular arrangement of magnetically enhanced discrete pit-like anomalies 
(P?2) close to an area of possible extraction (Q?2) in F39 is uncertain. It is noted that the 
magnetic background of this field contains a greater number of discrete anomalies than 
in most other surrounding fields so those at P?2 are considered likely to be natural in 
origin. Three further isolated discrete high magnitude anomalies (ME6) of uncertain origin 
are present in the western half of the field. The isolated nature of these anomalies again 
strongly suggests that a natural origin is more likely.  
 
Elsewhere findings are limited to vague linear trend anomalies in the south-west of the 
field parallel to the boundary that are likely of modern/agricultural or natural origin and a 
field drain and modern ferrous disturbance near to Roll’s Farm. 
  

F39 
Illus 43-45 

A group of anomalies with different magnetic signatures are recorded towards the centre 
of the field. No direct connection between the anomalies can be established and any 
association is only inferred by their proximity. Firstly, an amorphous spread of enhanced 
magnetic readings (Q?2) may identify a possible area of extraction. Localised extraction 
is known in the area; a gravel pit approximately 140m to the east is recorded on the 1st 
edition OS map immediately adjacent the field, outside the PDA on the opposite side of 
Terling Hall Road. Secondly, immediately south of Q?2 is a short section of field drain and 
a cluster of discrete enhanced anomalies of uncertain origin (ME7), but which may 
represent the natural accumulation of enhanced material adjacent to the drain. Thirdly, 
south-east of this is a large high magnitude anomaly (ME8) also of uncertain origin. The 
anomaly response of ME8 suggests a singular feature rather than an accumulation of 
ferrous or magnetically enhanced material typical of an infilled pond. 
 
Low magnitude linear and discrete pit-like anomalies (L6) at the northern corner of the 
field are located adjacent to a former gravel pit positioned outside of the PDA on the 
opposite side of Terling Hall Road. Linear anomalies lay parallel to the eastern boundary 
of the field and may reflect agricultural effects, such as ploughing, although an 
archaeological or historical cause associated with the gravel pit cannot be discounted. 
 
A short section of pipe (SP19) spanning F39 and F40 is indicated by very high magnitude 
responses in the western corner of the field where a field drain running the length of the 
northern boundary terminates. 
 

F40 
Illus 43-48, 52-57 

Towards the south-west boundary of the field, south of Ringer’s Wood are a cluster of 
magnetically enhanced linear and discrete pit-like anomalies (L7 and P?3) of unclear 
origin. Topographically this section of the field is slightly raised and was noticeably better 
draining than the remainder of the field at the time of survey. It remains possible the linear 
anomalies represent a former boundary pre-dating the 1st edition OS map lying almost 
parallel to the modern boundary to the south. 
 
Elsewhere several former field boundaries and an extensive system of field drains 
matching drainage plans are recorded as a series of high magnitude linear and curvilinear 
anomalies. Immediately north of Ringer’s Wood a series of interconnected sinuous low 
magnitude anomalies represents typical patterning from periglacial processes.  
 

F41 
Illus 46-48, 55-57 

South of centre in F41 are a series of vague, low magnitude linear/curvilinear and discrete 
anomalies (L8 and L9) of uncertain origin. These anomalies occur in the location of a 
cropmark of an undated oval enclosure (HER 49051). On the basis of the correlation with 
the cropmark these anomalies are interpreted as of possible archaeological origin 
although the weak magnitude of the anomalies combined with the likely arrangement of 
closely spaced drains here precludes a more confident interpretation. 
 
Elsewhere a former boundary to the east of the pond is identified as two very faint low 
magnitude linear trend anomalies. Field drains linked to the pond around the western 
extent of the field are clearly visible as high magnitude linear/curvilinear anomalies. No 
anomalies indicative of the systematic drainage scheme parallel to the boundary adjacent 
to Ringer’s Farm, as recorded in the drainage plans, are present. 
 



F42 
Illus 46-48, 55-57 

Two linear trend anomalies sharing an approximate north-east/south-west alignment (L10 
and L11), located in the southern half of the field, are not recorded on historic mapping or 
align with current field boundaries and are not recorded on detailed drainage plans of the 
field. The anomalies have different magnetic properties perhaps indicating a different 
origin. L10 has a predominantly positive polarity possibly representing a ditch like feature 
with magnetically enhanced fill and L11 negative polarity possibly indicating the presence 
of a drain (plastic?) as seen elsewhere on site e.g., F47. The isolated nature and overall 
weak magnetic response of both anomalies limits interpretation and are both 
characterised as of uncertain origin. They are located approximately 150m east of a 
cropmark of an undated oval enclosure (HER 49051) and a series of vague, low 
magnitude linear/curvilinear and discrete anomalies (L10 and L11) of uncertain origin in 
F41. 
 

F43 
Illus 49-54, 58-60 

The survey has identified a regular system of field drains respecting former boundaries 
and matching detailed drainage plans of the field. A service pipe (SP20) is recorded at 
the eastern edge of the field and three discontinuous sections of service pipe are recorded 
as SP21. 
 

F44 
Illus 49-51, 58-60 

A grouping of faint linear and discrete pit-like anomalies (L12 and P?4) are recorded in 
the western part of this field at the former boundary of the two southernmost parcels which 
made up this field. The location and signature of the anomaly responses bear no relation 
to the pattern of drainage in this part of the field. However, the weak nature of the 
anomalies and dense pattern of drains limits identifying a cause to uncertain. These 
anomalies lay approximately 200m east-northeast of a cropmark of a large rectilinear 
enclosure (HER 6176), west of Boreham Road. 
 
The organisation of field drains across this field reflects its former division into three 
roughly equal parcels. A classic herring-bone pattern of drains is recorded in the northern 
part and the layout of all the drains matches that recorded on detailed drainage plans. 
These show the field was drained on at least three occasions between 1954 and 1980 
and that the drains are of a clay construction. A large area of magnetic disturbance along 
the southern boundary identifies the location of a former 20th century building. Very high 
magnitude responses surrounding the eastern and southern boundaries of the field 
indicate the presence of a buried service (SP22). 
 

F45 
Illus 58-63 

Only the western part of the field could be surveyed as the remainder was deep ploughed. 
A more variable magnetic background was noted in this area alongside linear anomalies 
resulting from modern agricultural practices. 
 

F46 
Illus 61-63 

A large area of magnetic disturbance at the south-western edge of field near to Stock’s 
Farm is due to an infilled pond. Patterns of field drains and former boundaries 
corresponding to detailed drainage plans and historic mapping respectively are evident 
across the field. Broad sinuous anomalies likely mark former channels or flow of water 
and largely reflects the topography of the field and large pond east of the centre of the 
field. 
 



F47 
Illus 61-75 

F47 is the largest single field in the survey and contains several former boundaries, 
multiple patterns of land drains/pipes and broad low magnitude anomalies likely 
geological in origin. The effects of overhead cables are again noticeable in the central and 
northern sections of the field. Several small areas of magnetic disturbance identify the 
location of ponds marked on historic mapping, now infilled. A rectilinear area of magnetic 
disturbance on the far south-eastern boundary is likely another example of tipping/infilling 
or the demolition rubble of a former structure. 
 
Very faint curvilinear and linear trend anomalies (L13) tentatively identified towards the 
centre of the field are recorded in the location of former field boundaries and a rectangular 
enclosure recorded in the HER (HER 46668) and are therefore assigned a possibly 
archaeological interpretation. Evidence for a rectangular enclosure is not present in the 
magnetic data. 
 
Two very high magnitude responses, in the north-west corner of the field east of Stock’s 
Farm and the second 250m to the south-east mark the location of buried services (SP23, 
SP24 and SP25). 
 
Several negative linear anomalies are recorded in the southern and eastern parts of the 
field and are also probably drains despite not matching the detailed drainage plans dating 
from between the 1960s and 1980s. Though these anomalies are slightly less regular in 
the southern part of the field they are not believed to relate to cropmarks of extensive 
practice trenches from either WWI or WWII (HER 48299) recorded within the PDA 
immediately south of Toppinghoehall Wood in the HER. The HER describes these 
cropmarks as consisting of various patterns, including a square enclosure and trench 
forms ranging from straight cut crenulations to wavy and straight sections. No evidence 
of these is recorded in the survey data.   
 

F48 
Illus 73-78 

There is some correlation between linear trend anomalies (L14) and cropmarks of ring 
ditches, trackways and field boundaries (HER 6117) identified in the HER to the south-
west of Toppinghoe Hall. Several discrete magnetically enhanced anomalies are 
identified adjacent to these linear trends however remain difficult to differentiate from the 
natural variable magnetic background deriving from glaciofluvial sand and gravel 
superficial deposits and a spread of enhanced readings and magnetic disturbance from 
the former road and infilled ponds and may not be archaeological in origin. No cropmarks 
are recorded in the south-eastern part of the field, linear trend (L15) and discrete 
anomalies in this location are of uncertain origin but given the proximity and similar nature 
of the anomalies may relate to those at L14 and cropmarks identified in the HER (HER 
6117). Notably a circular cropmark round barrow is not recorded in the data and there is 
also no trace of neighbouring monument HER 20576, listed as a destroyed(?) former 
prisoner of war pen. 
 
Broad geological anomalies are present across this field and likely mark the course of 
former channels associated with springs recorded on the 1st edition OS map around 
Toppinghoe Hall. Areas of magnetic disturbance in the north-east corner and due south 
of Toppinghoe Hall locate infilled ponds. A broad linear band of magnetic disturbance 
oriented north/south adjacent to Toppinghoe Hall to the west, marks the line of a former 
road leading to a railway crossing linking Toppinghoe Hall with the since demolished Ivy 
Cottage south of the railway adjacent to the B1137. Two former boundaries oriented east-
northeast/west-southwest have also been recorded. Very high magnitude responses 
surrounding the south-eastern boundary of the field indicate the presence of a buried 
service (SP26). 
 

5. DISCUSSION  
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ILLUS 2 Geophysical survey area showing GPS swaths
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ILLUS 3 Overall greyscale plot of magnetometer data
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ILLUS 4 Overall interpretation of magnetometer data
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ILLUS 5 Processed greyscale magnetometer data; Sector 1
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ILLUS 6 Interpretation of magnetometer data; Sector 1
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ILLUS 7 Processed greyscale magnetometer data; Sector 2
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ILLUS 8 Interpretation of magnetometer data; Sector 2
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ILLUS 9 Processed greyscale magnetometer data; Sector 3
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ILLUS 10 Interpretation of magnetometer data; Sector 3
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ILLUS 11 Processed greyscale magnetometer data; Sector 4
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ILLUS 12 Interpretation of magnetometer data; Sector 4
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ILLUS 13 Processed greyscale magnetometer data; Area 1
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